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ADDENDUM 

Critical nuclei for wetting and dewetting 

R Bausch, R Blossey and M A Burschka 
lnstitut fur Theoretische Physik IV. Hcinrich-Heine-Universitaf, Durseldorf, 
UniversitatstraOe I ,  40225 Durseldorf, Federal Republic of Germany 

Received 21 September 1993 

Abstract. In a first-order wetting transition i t  i s  possible to overheat a microscopic layer 
from below to above the wetting temperature 7%. and to undercool a macroscopic layer 
from above to below T,. In both cases the transition to stable equilibrium occurs by 
formation and growth of supercritical nuclei. The critical nuclei for overheating are 
droplets on the wall of the system and for undercooling they are dents in the macroscopic 
layer. A recent calculation of the critical droplet in a special dimension dc) is now 
supplemented by the calculation of the critical dent for dewetting. Although the analytic 
expressions for the profiles are closely related, the nuclei above T, arc finite whereas they 
are infinitely large below T,. The latter is to be expected since the system i s  infiniresimally 
close to coexistence o f  wet and non-wet states at all temperatures T< T,. 

In a recent note (11 we determined the macroscopic shape of a critcal droplet on a wall 
for a first-order wetting transition in the boundary dimension di, between the weak and 
strong fluctuation regimes. The calculation was based on the model Hamiltonian [2] 

1 
wheref(x) is the local thickness of the wetting layer on the ( d -  I)-dimensional wall, 
y is the surface tension of the wetting fluid, and V ( f )  is an effective potential of the 
form shown in figure 1. The regions T< T, and T>T, correspond to V(f,,)<O and 
V(h,) > O ,  respectively. 

Assuming rotational symmetry, the macroscopic shapes of the critical nuclei are 
determined by the saddle point equation 

d - 2  1-U 

r Y f"( r )  + -f' ( r )  = - Af(r) -"  (2) 

where the asymptotic form V ( f )  = Af'-" forf>f,, has been used. In terms of the radial 
size R of the nuclei at the wall, the boundary conditions aref(R) =0, f ' (O)  = O  for the 
critical droplet and f(R) = 0, f'( m ) = 0 for the critical dent. 

In [ I ]  we have presented the solution for the critical droplet in dimension 
d=d , , (o )=(3u-  l) /(u+ 1) for u > 3 ,  corresponding to d>2.  Using the same methods 
we now have derived the shape of the critical dent (see figure 2), again in dimension 
di,(o)>2. Both results can he summarized in the surprisingly simple form 

with F= [AR'(u+ 1) ' / (8y)]" ' "+".  The upper sign in ( 3 )  corresponds to the critical 
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Figure I. The interface potential V ( J )  with a stable FigureZ. The profilc ai the critical dent in d = d , ,  
minimum at f = J ,  and a metastable One a1 f =  m ,  (0=4)  for the full potential of figure I .  Note that 
shown for the example V ( f ) = A f ' - " - B J - " +  the minimum of the profilc i s  slightly ahove the 
Cf-I-'' [2] wilh n = 4 .  The dashed line indicates the equilibrium value J v  The dashed linc indicates the 
asymptotic parr of the potential V ( f ) =  Af' ". macroscopic profile given hy equalion (3). 

droplet where Fmeasures its size orthogonal to the wall. With the lower sign equation 
(3) describes the critical dent where F = f ( f i R ) .  

For both types of critical nuclei, R and consequently also F ,  diverge in the limit 
T- T,. This follows from the interpretation of the saddle point equation with the full 
potential V ( f )  as an equation of motion for a particle with positionfmoving in time r 
in the potential - V ( f )  [3]. When T, is approached the particle stays an increasingly 
long time close to f= F for the droplet and close to f = f o  for the dent. 

In conclusion, the size of the critical droplet is finite above T, and diverges for 
T- T, whereas the critical dent is infinitely large for all T C  T,. This is to he expected 
since in the region T< T, the system is infinitesimally close to a first-order coexistence 
line between wet and non-wet surface states. Correspondingly, the excess free energy 
of the critical droplet E =  H[fJ - H[fi,]  goes to infinity as Tapproaches T, from above. 
On the other hand the excess free energy for the critical dent E =  H [ f ]  is infinite at any 
temperature T C  T,. As pointed out recently [4], we expect this to he the case for all d 
and U for which a first-order wetting transition exists. This expectation is supported by 
the recently observed [SI unusually long lifetime of undercooled wetting films. 
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